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ABSTRACT 
The new software application “ArtMathGraph” (AMG) is developed for constructing a visual representation of 
predetermined complicated geometrical forms as visual models of realistic objects, including objects of Nature. 
This application is based on the methods of Analytical Geometry and Computer Graphics only. 
The AMG application includes two basic methodical parts: 1 - the analytical modeling and computer 
visualization of multiple different sets of new mathematical transformed surfaces as components for a 
consequential computer superposition of these surfaces; 2 - interactive visual modeling of predetermined 
geometrical forms by using the computer superposition of constructed mathematical transformed surfaces.                             
By experience, consecutive use of all means of the AMG application allows obtaining various compositions of 
visual images of realistic objects (Figures 1, 2). 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 
The problems in constructing visual models of 
realistic objects, including objects of Nature, can be 
solved by the means of computer compositions of 
mathematically transformed classical surfaces. This 
solution is implemented in the new software 
application “ArtMathGraph” (AMG). The AMG 
application is developed as a computer mean for 
constructing visual images of complicated 
geometrical forms as models of realistic objects. 
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of 
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fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for 
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this 
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The AMG application includes: 
1) basic set of initial well-known classical curves 
and surfaces; 
2) some groups of mathematical transformations; 
3) means for computer construction and 
visualization of the mathematical transformed 
surfaces; 
4) means for interactive visual mathematical 
modeling of predetermined complicated 
geometrical forms as visual models of realistic 
objects; 
5) means for obtaining various compositions of 
visual images of realistic objects. 
2.     ANALYTICAL MODELING AND 
COMPUTER VISUALIZATION OF 
MATHEMATICAL TRANSFORMED 
CLASSICAL SURFACES 
The mathematical transformed surfaces are a result 
of applying the mathematical transformations to the 
analytical representations of initial well-known 
classical surfaces such as plane, cone, cylinder, 
sphere, ellipsoid, etc.  
It is obvious that it is possible to construct multiple 
different sets of new mathematical transformed 
surfaces by combining the available values of 
variable parameters in the equations of Initial Curves 
(or Initial Surfaces) and/or of mathematical 
transformations. The analytical statement and 
software application for constructing and computer 
visualizing a large number of new mathematical 
transformed surfaces was developed previously 
based on conical transformations of torses as 
examples of Initial Surfaces [1-4]. It should be noted 
that the surfaces obtained using this software 
application are displayed on a screen in a ‘frame’ or 
‘solid’ style [3]. Surfaces in the “solid” style are 
displayed in a user-selected color using variable 
color brightness to create a 3D effect. As example, 
the “frame” and the “solid” styles in the AMG 
application are shown in the Figures 3, 4. 
      
                 Figure 3                           Figure 4  
2.1. Analytical Representation of Initial 
Surfaces 
Analytically the Initial Surfaces are represented by 
parametric equations: 
);,( vuxx =    );,( vuyy =    . ),( vuzz =
The Initial Surface equations are described in 
common form with use of their typical parameters. 
The selection of values for these parameters is 
available to the user and allows performing some 
deformations of the surfaces. On the whole, it is 
extension and compression. 
The more significant surface modifications are 
achieved with the use of special transformations. 
There are two groups of mathematical 
transformations (the group “Before” and the group 
“After”) differed in their impact on the analytical 
representation of surfaces.  
2.2. Mathematical Transformation Groups 
“Before” and “After” 
The mathematical transformation group “Before” is 
used for equations of surfaces on the level of 
arguments-parameters u and v; in essence, they 
change the analytical representation of surfaces. 
With the help of these mathematical transformations 
the smooth surfaces can be performed cut, wavy, or 
lobulated. Actually, transformations of the group 
“Before” extend a basis set of Initial Surfaces. It is 
possible, for example, to derive a pyramid or prism 
by using cutting for a cone or cylinder accordingly. 
Mathematical transformations of the group “After” 
are performed for the values x, y, z calculated by 
proceeding from parametrical equations subject to 
transformations of the group “Before”. The group 
“After” contains mathematical transformations of the 
surfaces twisting about axis oz (which is usually the 
axis of rotation for surfaces of rotation) and bending 
along the arc of a circle in different directions. 
2.3. Mathematical Transformed Cone and 
Cylinder Surfaces (Analytical Representation 
and Computer Visualization) 
For methodical example, the result from some 
mathematical transformations of Cone or Cylinder 
Surfaces as initial surfaces is shown in the Figures   
5-16. 
  
   Fig. 5     Fig. 6     Fig. 7     Fig. 8     Fig. 9    Fig. 10       
 
 Fig. 11   Fig. 12   Fig. 13    Fig. 14   Fig. 15   Fig. 16 
There are parametric equations of the Initial Cone 
and Cylinder Surfaces (Figures 5 and 11) and the 
Transformed Cone Surfaces (Figures 6-10) as results 
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of applying the mathematical transformations of 
groups “Before” and “After” to the Initial Cone 
Surface cited below. (The parametric equations of 
Transformed Cylinder Surfaces and Transformed 
Cone Surfaces are analogous.) 
Initial Cone Surface (Fig. 7):  
;cosuavx =  
;sin uavy =                                                                       
vz = ;     (1) 
,20 π≤< u  .   hv ≤≤0
 Initial Cylinder Surface (Fig. 13):  
;cos uax =  
;sin uay =  
vz =   ;    (2) 
,20 π≤≤ u hv ≤≤0 . 
Transformed Cone Surfaces (Fig. 8-12): 
1. Cutting (Fig. 8) – group “Before” 
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k –quantity of sides. 
2. Sinus-waviness (Fig. 9) – group “Before” 
;cos)sin1( ukudavx +=   
;sin)sin1( ukudavy +=   
vz = ;     (4) 
,20 π≤< u  , hv ≤≤0
k –quantity of waves, d –height of a wave. 
3. Quasi-epicycloidal lobularity with twisting along 
axis oz (Fig. 10) – group (“Before” + “After”)  
;sincos zyzxX ωω +=      
;cossin zyzxY ωω +−=       
zZ = ,    (5) 
ω  – determines direction and degree of twisting, 
x, y, z are calculated according to the equations of 
quasi-epicycloidal lobularity – group “Before” 
));)1cos((cos)1(( ukukavx +−+=  
));)1sin((sin)1(( ukukavy +−+=     
vz = ;    (6) 
,20 π≤< u  hv ≤≤0 , 
k –quantity of lobes. 
4. Thickening (Fig. 11) – group “After” 
;
)(1 2cvvp
xX −+=   
;
)(1 2cvvp
yY −+=    
zZ = ,   (7) 
x, y, z are calculated according to the equations (1), 
p – determines degree of thickening, 
vc – determines position of thickening along axis oz. 
5. Bending along axis oy (Fig. 12) – group “After” 
;cos)(
q
zxqqX −−=        
;yY =             
q
zxqZ sin)( −= ,  (8) 
x, y, z are calculated according to the equations (1), 
q - determines direction and degree of bending. 
3. MEANS OF INTERACTIVE VISUAL 
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF 
PREDETERMINED COMPLICATED 
GEOMETRICAL FORMS 
The AMG application includes the means of 
interactive visual mathematical modeling of 
predetermined complicated geometrical forms. It 
allows the user, guided by a screen view, creating 
visual images, adjusting parameters, as well as 
deriving realistic three-dimensional images. During 
the process of interactive visual mathematical 
modeling the user can change object’s location and 
color, background color, and direction of light. 
Consecutive mathematical transformations of the 
Initial Surfaces and computer superposition of the 
constructed transformed surfaces allows obtaining 
visual images of Complicated Geometrical Forms as 
models of various realistic objects (Fig. 1, 2, 17-19). 
     
Figure 17 Figure 18 Figure 19 
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4. MEANS OF OBTAINING ARTISTIC 
COMPOSITIONS OF VISUAL IMAGES  
The following operations are implemented in the 
AMG application for obtaining artistic compositions:  
• constructing visual images of individual 
geometrical forms as models of  realistic objects; 
• combining individual images into a composition 
of derivable visual images;  
• arranging each individual image and a 
composition of individual images in the space 
with its 3D-representation on the screen; 
• choosing color for individual images; 
• choosing direction of light and constructing 
corresponding distribution of light and shade;  
• considering perspective as a system of 
representation of visual images on the screen. 
Several “Mathematical Pictures” are shown in the 
Figures 1, 2, 17-22 as some illustrations of the AMG 
application possibilities. 
 
Figure 20 
 
Figure 21 
 
Figure 22 
By experience, consecutive use of all means of the 
AMG application allows obtaining various artistic 
compositions of visual images of realistic objects by 
the methods of computer superposition of the 
mathematical transformed classical surfaces. 
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